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Abstract 
This paper aims to analysis the usage of one intensifier “quite” in two English novels 
Wuthering Heights and Pride and Prejudice, and examine the different translation 
strategies that are used to translate the intensifier “quite” in the Chinese translation 
versions of the two novels. The ability to recognise the certain degree of “quite” in 
different situations is crucial for translators to interpret its meaning correctly and achieve 
translation equivalence during the process. However, it is impossible to describe or judge 
the exact degrees and meanings of “quite” in some cases. The vague nature of “quite” 
and the boundedness of its modifying heads make the translation more difficult. These 
issues create challenges to translators during the translation process. This paper takes a 
close look at some examples of the intensifier “quite” from the two novels to analyse the 
usage of “quite” and the translation strategies which applied to the translation of “quite”. 
The findings reveal that the degree and meaning of “quite” are decided by the 
boundedness of its modifying heads. And free translation and literal translation methods 
are almost equally used in the novels. Especially in free translation, various methods are 
used to achieve equivalence in translation, such as compensation, omission and 
discourse analysis. The findings also suggest that it is impossible to make exact 
translations of the intensifier “quite” because of its vague nature of and the boundedness 
of its modifying heads in different situations. The complexity of the degree of “quite” 
requires translators to make decisions according to the specific situations. 
 
 
Key words: intensifier, degree modifier, boundedness, maximiser, booster, downtoner, 
vagueness, equivalence, literal translation, free translation, compensation, omission, 
discourse, English, Chinese 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background and Purpose of Study  
The linguistic change of intensifiers has been a popular topic in English language from 
the beginning of the twentieth century. However, most of the previous studies focuses on 
intensifiers as a class, but pay little attention to each individual item (Méndez-Naya 2003). 
According to previous studies on the usage of intensifiers, intensifiers are called degree 
words, degree adverbs, emphasising adverbs, degree modifiers, intensive adverbs, and 
scalar words. Intensifiers not only increase the intensity of meanings, but can also 
indicate an abstract intensity scale which adds relatively lower or higher meanings to 
certain points (Greenbaum & Quirk 1990). They are often used when a speaker wishes to 
show her verbal skills and to get attention from audiences (Ito & Tagliamonte 2003). They 
usually function as modifiers to adverb or adjective heads and imply the degree to them 
(Mendez-Naya 2003).  
 According to previous studies on English intensifiers, some of the most frequently 
used intensifiers in English are “very”, “quite”, “rather”, “almost”, and “pretty” (Bäcklund 
1973: 290). In Bäcklund’s research on intensifiers (1973), “quite” is the third most 
frequently used degree adverb after “enough” and “very”. This paper has chosen one 
particular English intensifier “quite” from two English novels to evaluate its variable usage 
in English and it translations in Chinese. Firstly, “quite” can modify various word classes: 
adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, prepositional phrases, pronouns, and superlatives 
(See Examples A) (Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 525; Bäcklund 1973). Bäcklund (1973: 
279) discovered that the majority (72%) of intensifiers collocate with adjectival heads (Ito 
& Tagliamonte 2003). This paper will discuss the usage and features of intensifier “quite” 
when collocating with various word classes.  
Examples A 
a) He was quite/very strong and healthy.      (adjective modifier) 
b) Sir, you quite misunderstand me.            (verb modifier) 
c) Cathy, you are quite a beauty!                 (noun modifier)  
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d) He spoke and dressed quite/very differently.  (adverb modifier) 
e) Indeed, I am quite of your opinion.           (Prepositional phrase modifier) 
(Note: Adj=adjective, Adv=adverb, V= verb, N=noun, PP= prepositional phrase) 
 
 Secondly, “quite” can modify more than one degree on the degree scale compared 
with many other intensifiers. Some intensifiers like “very” and “really” can only modify the 
degrees which are higher than medium degrees on the degree scale. For example, “very 
happy/pretty”, and “really nice/good” express the degrees which are higher than 
average. However, “quite” can modify more than one degree on the degree scale 
depending on its modifying heads (See Examples B). When it modifies absolute heads, it 
mainly indicates highest degrees. When it modifies gradable heads, it mainly indicates 
various degrees.  
 However, although “quite” mostly expresses moderate to high, and to the highest 
degrees, its semantic meanings are vague in some situations (Bäcklund 1973). The main 
purpose of this research is to gain some understanding about the usage of the intensifier 
“quite” and its translation strategies, so that when translating intensifiers into other 
languages, translators should be more aware of the usage of “quite” so as to achieve 
better equivalence during translation.  
Examples B 
a) You are quite right.   (“quite” =”completely”   highest degree ) 
 (“quite” + absolute head) 
b) He was quite young/strong. (“quite” = ”very” or “really”   Medium to high degree) 
 (“quite” + gradable head)  
 
 
1.2 Research Questions  
In this paper, two English novels Wuthering Heights (Novel 1) and Pride and Prejudice 
(Novel 2).and their Chinese versions will be used as data resource to discuss the usage 
of intensifier “quite” in English; translation strategies when “quite” is translated from 
English into Chinese. Quantitative research methods will be used for data collection and 
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analysis based on the two novels. The data will be collected and analysed based on the 
usage of “quite” in English, and its translations in Chinese and associated translation 
strategies in the process. The following questions which will be discussed are associated 
with the equivalence issue during translation process: 
The usage of “quite” in English 
1) Which are the most used intensifiers in the corpus? 
2) Which word class does “quite” modify most?  
3) Which degree does “quite” modify most on the degree scale? 
4) Does negation have impact on the degree of “quite”?  
Translation strategies and the features of the translations of “quite”  
1) What translation methods are used in the translation of “quite” in the corpus? 
2) Are there any common features in the translations of “quite”? 
3) Are there any non-equivalence issues in the translation process? Compared with the 
impact of “quite” in English, do the Chinese translations have the same impact in the 
Chinese expressions? 
 
 
1.3 Chapter Overview  
This paper will include the following: firstly, in Chapter 1, background and purpose of this 
study are given and research questions are listed based on the study; secondly, a 
literature review will be given in Chapter 2 which include the usage of “quite” in English; a 
comparison of the usage of English and Chinese intensifiers; previous studies on the 
usage of “quite”; and translation approaches to intensifier; thirdly, research methodology 
will be given in Chapter 3 and a discussion will be given in Chapter 4, which include the 
usage and translations of “quite” and associated translation strategies; finally, the 
findings will be summarised and my main conclusions will be presented in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 The Use of Intensifiers in English and How They Behave 
In Greenbaum’s research (1970), intensifiers are the adverbs that could be situated 
before verbs. Mendez (2003) regards intensifiers as the most typical adjective modifiers 
which can be used to scale the qualities expressed by gradable adjectives like “very 
happy”, “extremely interesting” (Mendez 2003). In fact, intensifiers can modify all the 
word classes which express a higher or lower degree based on the assumed norm 
(Mendez 2003). They do not have a value of their own but extend and multiply the 
intensity of the words they modify (Bradburn & Miles 1979).  
 
2.1.1 Degree Scales of Intensifiers 
What kind of intensity scales does “quite” modify? Firstly, we need to introduce the theory 
of intensifier degree scales in general so that we can further discuss the degree of “quite” 
as an individual intensifier. Intensifiers tend to give various degree scales to the words 
that they modify: they maximise or boost meanings (Ito & Tagliamonte 2003). They can 
modify the articles which express a higher or lower degree based on the assumed norm 
(Mendez 2003). They not only increase the intensity of meanings, but can also indicate 
an abstract intensity scale which adds relatively lower or higher meanings to certain 
points (Greenbaum & Quirk 1990).  
 Greenbaum & Quirk (1990) divide intensifiers into two subtypes: amplifiers and 
downtoners (See Table 1). Amplifiers are adverbs which increase the scalar intensity of 
adjectives or verbs; they express a high intensity degree (Hyland 1998). They include 
maximisers and boosters: a) Maximisers – “absolutely”, “completely”, “extremely”, and 
“perfectly”; b) boosters – “really”, “very”, “pretty” and “well” (Greenbaum & Quirk 1990). 
On the other hand, downtoners are adverbs which reduce the scalar intensity of 
adjectives and verbs; and they express a lower intensity degree. They can soften the 
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qualitative and emotional impact and meanings of the verbs and adjectives (Hyland 
1998). They include: c) approximators (e.g. “almost”); d) compromisers (e.g. “more or 
less”); e) diminishers (e.g. “partly”); f) minimisers (e.g. “hardly”) (Hinkel 2002; Greenbaum 
& Quirk 1990).  
 
Table 1 Subtypes of intensifiers 
 
Highest       
Maximisers (“completely”) 
Amplifiers  
            Booster (“very”, “so”, “really”)  
Degree  
Scale  
             Approximators (“almost”)  
                        Compromisers (“more or less”)  
Downtoners  
                        Diminishers (“partly”) 
Lowest                      Minimisers (“hardly”)  
(Greenbaum & Quirk 1990) 
 
 Buchstaller & Traugott (2006) divide intensifiers into two types: total degree modifiers 
and scalar degree modifiers: 1) total degree modifiers indicate maximum or minimum 
meanings on the degree scale. They are located at the “two closed ends” of the degree 
scale, and include words such as “absolutely”, “totally”, and “perfectly”; 2) scalar degree 
modifiers indicate various degrees on the scale. They are located at any point between 
the “two closed ends” of the degree scale, but they do not reach the two ends of the scale. 
Such modifiers include “very”, “fairly”, “quite”, “pretty” and “rather”.  
 
2.1.2 Intensifiers and Adjective Heads  
The various degrees that intensifiers indicate are decided by the boundedness of their 
modifying heads. The feature of boundedness applies to the various word classes that 
intensifiers collocate with, including adjectives, nouns, verbs, adverbs and prepositional 
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phrases (Doetjes 1997; Kennedy 1999; Tsujimura 2001; Paradis 2001). Researchers 
have found that it is possible to predict trends from the modes of analysing the combining 
items to make a “harmonious match” between degree modifiers and their collocated 
adjectives (Paradis 1997 & 2001). In terms of the degrees that adjectives apply to the 
intensifiers, scholars have categorised adjectives into two main groups with different 
names, such as: gradable and non-gradable adjectives; relative and absolute adjectives; 
bounded and unbounded adjectives; totality and partial adjectives.  
 
Boundedness of adjectives heads 
Huddleston & Pullum (2002) introduced a definition of boundedness which is believed to 
be more appropriate to classify the modified adjectives in such a situation. Bounded 
adjectives express absolute qualities which are not comparable (Bäcklund 1973). They 
do not indicate wide variation of degrees but an absolute endpoint on the degree scale, 
for example “alone”, “correct”, “empty”, “untrue”, “dead”, “closed”, “left”, “tenth”, “public”, 
“medical”, and “pure” (Kennedy 2006; Huddleston & Pullum 2002). In contrast, 
unbounded adjectives express a more variable quality, and have a comparative 
implication (Bäcklund 1973). They intensify the functions of the adjective heads, such as 
“happy”, “heavy”, “young”, “nice”, “awful”, “tall”, “deep”, and “good” (Sevi 1999, 
Huddleston & Pullum 2002).  
 
Common collocation (intensifiers + adjective heads)  
When intensifiers collocate with adjective heads, two major trends are found: totality 
modifiers mainly modify bounded adjectives; scalar modifiers mainly modify unbounded 
adjectives (Buchstaller & Traugott 2006; Paradis 2001; Diehl 2005; Rotstein & Winte 
2004). Firstly, totality modifiers mainly modify bounded adjective heads which indicate 
fixed meanings and degrees on the degree scale. For example, in (01), the totality 
modifier “entirely” modifies the bounded head “alone”; and in (02), “absolutely” modifies 
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“right”. Their collocations express absolute meanings and fixed degrees.  
 
 (01) She would not now be left entirely alone after his death. 
 (02)       She is absolutely right. 
          
      totality adv + bounded adj  
 
Secondly, scalar modifiers mainly modify unbounded heads which indicate the 
meanings and degrees at any points on the degree scale. For example, in (03), the scalar 
modifier “very” modifies unbounded head “kind”; and in (04), “quite” modifies “delighted”. 
Their collocations express gradable meanings and various degrees.  
 
 (03) She was very kind.        (05) “I am quite sure,” replied his cousin. 
 (04) I am quite delighted with him.  
             scalar adv +  bounded adj 
  scalar adv +  unbounded adj     
 
 However, there are some exceptions. The borderline between intensifiers which 
modify gradable and absolute heads is vague. First of all, not all adjectives can easily be 
classified as absolute or gradable; bounded or unbounded. Some of them have both 
absolute and gradable meanings. For example, “blind” can be considered as an absolute 
adjective which means “no vision at all”, such as “he is completely blind”. However, it 
can also be considered as a gradable adjective which indicates from good vision to 
impaired vision, to no vision at all. Therefore, “he is very blind” is also acceptable (Sevi 
1999). Secondly, some modifiers like “quite” can modify both bounded and unbounded 
adjectives, such as “quite right” (+ bounded head) and “quite pretty” (+ unbounded 
head) (Sevi 1999). In (05), “quite” modifies the bounded adjective “sure”.  
 
2.1.3 Negation Impact and Boundedness of Adjective Heads  
When a negator combines with adjectives, it affects the boundedness of the adjective 
heads in certain ways. In Kennedy’s research (2006), two assumptions were made on the 
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relationship between a negator and its modifying adjectives. Firstly, when a negator 
combines with an unbounded adjective, the function is to decrease the negative meaning 
of the expression. This assumption is proved as an appropriate result according to 
Kennedy’s research. For instance, “not wide” does not mean “narrow”; “not happy” does 
not mean “sad”, but the negative meanings of “not narrow” and “not happy” are 
decreased. Furthermore, someone who is “not very intelligent” can be only less than 
“very intelligent”, but it does not mean “not intelligent” (Sevi 1999: 6). Secondly, when a 
negator combines with a bounded adjective, the role of the negator is to express the 
absolute opposite meaning. For example, “not dead” means the opposite meaning of 
“dead” which is “alive”; the door is “not open” means it is “closed”. However, according to 
Kennedy’s study, this assumption is not appropriate. For example, “not dead” means 
“alive”; but “not right” does not mean “totally wrong”.  
 All in all, negation has different effects in combination with unbounded and bounded 
meaning structures. However, such differences cannot be explained in one way only 
(Kennedy 2006). When a negator combines with some weakly biased adjectives, it is 
very difficult to judge the exact meaning due to the complex and vague nature of 
language (Kennedy 2006). For example, between two antonyms “wide” and “narrow”, 
“not wide” ≠ “narrow”, but “not wide/narrow” indicates the meaning which is between 
“wide” and “narrow”. Therefore, when intensifiers associate with adjectives in negative 
forms, the vague nature will still appear in the expression. For instance, the meaning of 
“not wide” can be described as “quite narrow”, “fairly narrow”, or “very narrow” according 
to various contexts, but it is still hard to tell which exact point each collocation indicates 
on the degree scale.  
 
 
2.2 Comparison: the Usage of Intensifiers in English and Chinese 
Chinese intensifiers can collocate with various word classes, such as verbs, adjectives, 
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adverbs, and nouns. They can modify degrees from the lowest to the highest degrees 
including from the lowest to moderate, high, extremely high to the highest ones (Lin & 
Guo, 2003). Some of the most frequently used Chinese intensifiers are: “很”, “最”, “更”, 
“太”, “极”, “比较”, “稍微”, and “还” (Lin & Guo 2003). 85 most frequently used Chinese 
intensifiers are listed in Table 2. They are classified into absolute degree adverbs and 
relative degree adverbs according to their lexical meanings in Chinese (Lin & Guo 2003; 
Li & Thompson 1981: 141). 
Table 2 Classification of degree adverbs in Chinese 
 
 
Absolute  
Adv   
Extremely High 最，最为, 完全 
High  更，更加，更为，更其，越，越发， 
备加，愈，愈加，愈发，愈益，越加， 
格外，益发，还 
Medium  较，比较，较为，还 
Low  稍，稍稍，稍微，稍为，稍许， 
略，略略，略为，些微，多少 
 
 
 
Relative  
Adv  
Extremely High  太，极，极为，极其，极度，极端， 
至，至为，顶，过，过于，过分，分外，万分 
High 很，挺，怪，老，非常，特别，相当，十分，
好，好不，甚，甚为，颇，颇为，异常，深为，
满，蛮，够，多，多少，殊，特，大，大为，
何等，何其，尤其，无比，尤为，不胜 
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Comparisons between English and Chinese 
Based on previous studies, some similarities and differences are found between English 
and Chinese intensifiers. Both English and Chinese intensifiers can serve as modifiers to 
various word classes, such as adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns. They both modify 
from low to medium to high degrees on the degree scale and have similar semantic 
meanings in many cases. Furthermore, both languages have word-class flexibility and 
vagueness of the degrees.  
 On the other hand, there are also differences in the usage of intensifiers between the 
two languages. The extent and classifications of absolute adverbs and relative adverbs 
are different in English and Chinese. Absolute adverbs in English indicate maximum or 
minimum degree on the degree scale and modify mainly bounded heads, such as 
“completely finished” and “absolutely right” (= “absolute adv + bounded head”); relative 
adverbs indicate various degrees at any point between the two ends on the degree scale 
and modify mainly unbounded heads, such as “very happy” and “pretty good” (= “relative 
Medium  不大，不太，不很，不甚 
Low  有点，有些 
(Lin & Guo 2003: 74) 
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adv + unbounded heads”). In contrast, the borderline between absolute and relative 
adverbs in Chinese is rather vague and complex. As can be seen in Table 3, except for a 
few absolute adverbs such as “完全” (“completely”), it is hard to clarify the differences 
between absolute and relative adverbs. For example, the adverbs “更” and “很” can both 
modify absolute heads “优秀” (“excellent”) and gradable heads “美” (“beautiful”), so they 
can be an absolute or gradable adverbs according to different situations. The adverb “分
外” can also modify both absolute heads and gradable heads. For example, in the 
sentence “(雪后的瘦西湖) 分外妖娆”, “妖娆” is bounded, but in the phrase “(花开) 分外
红”, “红” is unbounded. However, it is impossible to explain the complexity of the Chinese 
intensifiers in detail in this paper. We will only focus on the usage of intensifier “quite” 
from one direction which is to evaluate its usage in English as well as its translations in 
Chinese.   
 
 
2.3 Previous Studies on the Usage of the Intensifier “quite” 
As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, “quite” modifies more degrees on the degree scale 
compared with many other intensifiers. In this section, we will discuss semantic meanings 
of “quite” in terms of degree and Bäcklund’s study on the degree of “quite”.   
 
2.3.1 Semantic Meanings of “Quite” 
Table 3 lists the semantic meanings of “quite”. According to the degree subtypes of 
intensifiers that were mentioned in Table 1, it is obvious that “quite” mainly modifies 
medium to high degrees which makes “quite” more likely to be a maximiser and booster 
in positive situations, a downtoner in negative situations.   
Table 3 Semantic meanings of “quite” Examples Degrees 
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Quite + absolute words 
= completely, absolutely, totally  
To emphasise a “complete degree or extent” and 
state something is true or is the case. 
quite right, ~ impossible, 
~ motionless, ~ finished, 
~ agree, ~understand;  
Maximiser 
Highest  
 
 
Highest 
 
 
Highest/Very 
High 
Quite + a noun/a name = to an extreme 
(emphasise the tone) To express something or a 
person is very unusual, exciting and excellent.  
quite a beauty, ~ a 
memory, ~ a change, 
~ a doll, ~ a gentleman; 
Quite + adj/adv with extreme meanings 
= very, extremely  
To emphasise the tone 
quite awful, ~ delicious, ~ 
dazzling, ~ amazing, ~ 
unbelievable;  
Quite + gradable adj/adv = rather, relatively 
To some extent; not very; fairly; greater than 
average;  
quite happy, ~ often,  
~ rich, ~ good, ~cold,  
~ warm, ~ interesting; 
Booster 
Medium to 
High 
Intonation (tone)  
The less stress that “quite” carries, the stronger 
stress the head has. The more stress that “quite” 
carries, the weaker stress the head has (Wu 2003). 
a) ”quite” carries the main stress = a negative 
meaning (“quite” + gradable word)  
b) “quite” receives secondary or no stress = more 
approval and possibly surprise; 
c) “quite” does not carry the main stress = 
completely (“quite”+ absolute words) 
(Hornby 1999; Wu 2003) 
a) He is `quite handsome.  
  She played `quite well. 
 
b) I was quite `pleased.  
 
c) It was quite wonderful/ 
quite brilliant.  
  “I quite agree with you”  
  = entirely agree with you.  
a)Downtoner 
Low 
 
b) Booster 
High 
 
c) Maximiser 
Highest 
In negation = entirely  
a) to state something is nearly or very close to the 
situation stated; 
b) to be polite and reduce the negative meaning; 
c) to express hesitation and uncertainty.  
   quite = exactly, just  
 
a) not ~ clear/sure; 
b) “I don’t ~ agree with 
you”; 
c) “I don’t know ~ how to 
deal with it”. 
Downtoner 
 
To decrease 
the degrees 
Quite = exclamation 
to express agreement or understanding 
Express agreement with or understanding of a 
remark or statement (Soanes & Stevenson 2005) 
e.g. “I don’t want to talk 
about that now.” “Quite”. 
 
“Quite so”; “Quite”.  
 
“Quite”  
≠  
an intensifier 
Idiomatic usage  
“Quite” does not behave like a common degree 
modifier. It collocates with the subject head to 
express certain meanings as a whole/phrase. 
(Oxford University Press 2005: 393; Hornby 1999) 
a) quite a lot (of); ~ a few;  
 a lot 
b) quite a; ~ some; ~ 
sb/sth;  a person or 
thing is unusual. e.g. ~ a 
party; ~ some time. 
c) (not) quite the thing;  
 
“Quite” 
≠ 
an intensifier 
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 (not) appropriate  
(Diehl 2005; Bäcklund 1973; Joint Publishing 2001) 
 
2.3.2 Bäcklund’s Study on “Quite” 
Bäcklund (1973) carried out research on the usage of intensifiers in American and British 
written English. His category of intensifiers includes intensifiers collocating with various 
lexical items: adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, pronouns, superlatives, and 
prepositional phrases. The most frequently used intensifiers in the research are “enough”, 
“very”, “quite”, “rather”, “almost”, “a little”, “pretty”, and “all”. “Quite” was found the third 
most used intensifier in the corpus.  
 
Table 4 
Highest      
 Highest: “fully”, “entirely”, “completely”, “absolutely”, “perfectly”. 
 High:  “very”, “extremely”, “enormously”, “highly”  
 Increasing: “increasingly” 
Degree      Moderate: “quite”, “rather”, “pretty”, “fairly”,  
Scale   Low:  “little” (positive) 
 Low:  “a little”, “a bit”, “slightly”, “somewhat” 
 Minimum:  “hardly”, “barely”, “scarcely”  
Lowest     
(Bäcklund 1973) 
 
Bäcklund classified intensifiers in to different groups according to their degrees: from the 
highest to the lowest degrees on the degree scale. “Quite” was grouped into the 
moderate degree (See Table 4), but it was considered as an intensifier expressing from 
moderate degree, to high and to the highest degree according to different circumstances 
in practice. 
 Bäcklund divided the usage of “quite” into two main subtypes: contour A (“quite” = 
variable degrees) and contour B (“quite” = absolute degrees), depending on whether 
“quite” modifies absolute heads or gradable heads. In Contour B, “quite” is used as an 
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intensive in assertions. It mostly modifies adjectives with absolute quality which can only 
accept limited variation of degree and expresses a high or the highest degree. It is used 
as an intensive in assertions to express absolute and strong opinions that are shared by 
a large group of people. A speaker tries to beat an opponent and persuade people. For 
instance, in the following examples, “quite” collocates with all bounded heads, such as in 
(06) “quite impossible”, (08) “quite still” and (07) “quite sure” which emphasises strong 
and absolute opinions or give commands.  
 
 (06) And that is quite impossible.  
 (07) “Quite sure,” replied his cousin.  
 (08) “Sit quite still and don't talk: but you may sing a song, if you can sing.” 
 
 However, in some situations, under the “assertion” category, “quite” can also express 
variable degrees and qualities other than absolute degrees. For instance, in the sentence 
“Quite frankly, I never had the faith in Osborne that you have”, the implication is that the 
speaker tried to show his opinions and tell the truth even if it is unpleasant to talk about. 
Here “quite frankly” expresses the speaker’s assertion on the issue which indicates a 
variable degree rather than absolute degree. In the sentence “Sometimes I am not so 
good, other times I am… quite good”, the speaker as a football player tries to assess his 
standard of performance. He paused before showing his opinion on his own performance. 
Maybe he does not want to be seen as being overconfident. Here, “quite good” indicates 
low to moderate degree (Bäcklund: 81)  
 On the other hand, in Contour A, “quite” is a focaliser which mostly modifies 
adjectives and which expresses a more variable and moderate degree. The speaker 
uses “quite” to direct the audience’s attention to the modifying head, as he knows or 
believes that the head indicates something unexpected. Therefore a strong degree is not 
necessary to be specific in this situation. As a focaliser and a moderate degree modifier, 
“quite” is divided into five semantic subgroups: 
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To express surprise without sarcasm or irony 
“Quite” is used to express surprise in sentences without sarcasm or irony. In sentence 
(09), Chuff travelled from African to England to live with his grandfather, who 
remembered him as a rather sulky boy. However, when they met again, the grandfather 
was surprised that the boy has changed. In (10), the speaker shows his surprise with the 
implication of reluctance. 
 
 (09) Chuff relaxed and became quite talkative and friendly.  
 (10) I must say though, these young people were quite clever at it.  
 
To express condescension, overt criticism and sarcasm 
In some situations, “quite” is used to express condescension, overt criticism, sarcasm, or 
mockery. In sentence (11), two officers are going to a party which they expect to be very 
boring. “Quite fun” expresses a sarcastic meaning and forced politeness. In (12), Dr. 
Best is considered as an arrogant and condescending person, so his strong emotion in 
the occasion becomes sarcastic pleasure for others to talk about. 
 
 (11) It should be quite fun.  
 (12) Dr. Best seemed quite touched at being thus invited.  
 
To attempt to convince  
In contour B, “quite” already has the function of convincing someone with some widely 
held opinions. However, in this group, “quite” is used to convince the listeners to believe 
something uncommon and doubtful. In the sentence “I’m quite serious”, the speaker 
decided to move abroad and told his old father that he will take him with him. His father 
considered it only as a joke due to the fact that he is already too old to move to another 
country with his son. In the sentence “his conjuring was quite spontaneous”, conjurers 
usually practise a lot of tricks to perform on the stage, but the conjurer said just before a 
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performance that he had no idea what to show to the audiences (Bäcklund: 87).  
 
To show clear contrasts  
“Quite” is used in sentences that contain clear contrasts. For example, in (13), Heathcliff 
was angry before, but then he gradually becomes “quite pleasant”. “Quite” implies a 
contrast between two opposite emotions, “angry” and “pleasant”. In (14), a girl is 
complaining that everyone thinks of her as a nasty person. Her friend Adam reassures 
her by telling her that his dog likes her very much. Here “nasty” and “mad” form a clear 
contrast.  
 
 (13) So I chattered on; and Heathcliff gradually lost his frown and began to look quite pleasant, 
  when all at once our conversation was interrupted by a rumbling sound moving up the road 
  and entering the court. 
 (14) “But you aren’t at all nasty,” Adam interrupted. “For if you were, Mopsy wouldn’t care for you, 
  and I can see he’s quite mad about you.”  
 
To express something drastic  
In this group, “quite” modifies an unexpected head and indicates something inconsistent 
with the context. It expresses something which is not common or does not happen very 
often. For example, in (15) and (16), “quite” softens the strong effect and meaning of 
“lost” and “mad”.  
 
 (15) I really felt quite lost for the moment. 
 (16) I must be quite mad doing this for you.  
 
3) Confusion between Contour A and Contour B 
In some situations, the borderline between contour A and B is not very obvious. In (17), 
under contour A, “quite” modifies the gradable head “dark”. Therefore, “quite dark” gives 
the impression of a moderate meaning which means not very dark. However, in this 
sentence, the situation is more likely contour B. The main character of the novel was 
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going through an emotional crisis. She was walking on the street in deep despair in the 
middle of the night. When she looked up and saw a faint gleam of light in one of the 
windows of a flat, she thought “that light is what I am”. Here “quite dark” indicates the 
extreme degree which symbolises her unconscious and miserable feelings. Another 
example (18), if “quite bald” is spoken with contour B, “bald” is considered as an 
absolute head so “quite bald” expresses an absolute and highest degree. However, 
“quite” cannot be substituted by absolute modifiers such as “completely” or “totally” due 
to the strong contrast in the sentence between Butterworth’s “relatively low age” and 
“bald hair”. Therefore, “quite bald” could be spoken with contour A.  
 
 (17) She stood back, looked up; the panes were now quite dark.  
 (18) Butterworth looked about forty, but he was quite bald except for a fringe of black hair.  
 
 All in all, Bäcklund’s discussion explained the usage of “quite” with very detailed 
categories which helps readers to understand the usage of “quite” in specific situations. 
However, in my opinion, his categories are a bit messy. He introduced two subtypes of 
“quite + heads”, but the discussion does not provide very clear information on how to 
distinguish the differences between contour A and B.  
 
 
2.4 Translation Approaches to Intensifiers 
The prime purpose of any translation should be to achieve “equivalent effect” (Newmark 
1988). “Equivalent effect” means to produce the same effect on the readership of the 
translation in the target language (TL) as was obtained from the original readership of the 
source language (SL) (Newmark 1988). In this section, translation equivalence will be 
first of all introduced based on Nida (1964)’s theory of formal equivalence and dynamic 
equivalence; secondly, Baker’s study (1992) will discuss translation equivalence at 
different lexical levels. Finally, Newmark’s (1988) study on translation methods will be 
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talked about by focusing on free and literal translation.  
 
2.4.1 Translation Equivalence 
The term “equivalence” assumes that SL and TL can share the same value in the 
translation process which means translators need to find the closest possible 
equivalence during translation process (Pym 2007 & Nida 1964). Equivalence can be 
divided into two types: formal equivalence (F-E) and dynamic equivalence (D-E).  
 F-E is a formal replacement of one message in the SL by another in the TL (Hatim & 
Munday 2004). It focuses on both the form and content of the source text (ST) and tries 
to match all the different elements in the ST as closely as possible (Munday 2001 & Nida 
1964). It requires translators to reproduce the elements including grammatical units, 
consistency in word usage and meanings in the SL (Nida 1964a). Strict F-E could be 
great value for certain types of messages for certain types of readers. For example, an 
interlinear translation of foreign-language texts as prepared for linguists. However, F-E is 
not effective for ordinary readers because it creates misunderstandings for the reader in 
the TL. The readers can not understand the text without knowing the customs, manners 
of thought, and means of expression from the SL (Nida 1964a).  
 In contrast, D-E focuses on the receptor response rather than the ST. It tries to 
achieve “the closest natural equivalence to the SL” (Nida 1964) which includes three 
essential meanings: a) creates equivalent meanings to the ST; b) achieves complete 
naturalness of expression; c) and reflects the closest meaning and purpose of the 
message in the ST (Munday 2001 & Nida 1964). D-E translators need to consider and 
make adjustments to the grammatical and lexical forms so as to make the meaning 
understood. They also need to consider the cultural differences and specialties in the ST 
and keep these clear in their translation (Nida 1964a & Stine 2004).  
 
Baker’s study on equivalence  
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Baker’s study (1992: 26-30) on translation equivalence includes equivalence at word 
level, equivalence above word level, grammatical equivalence, textual equivalence, and 
pragmatic equivalence. In this paper, the translation of the intensifier “quite” will be 
discussed with regard to the 1) equivalence at word level; and 2) equivalence above 
word level.  
 
1) Equivalence at word level  
There are four main types of meanings in words and utterances (written or spoken text): i) 
propositional meaning; ii) expressive meaning; iii) presupposed meaning; and iv) evoked 
meaning (Baker 1992). We will mainly discuss i) & ii) in this paper. Propositional meaning 
provides the basic and logical meanings on which people “can judge an expression true 
or false”. It is the most basic type comparing with the other 3 types of meanings. For 
example, the propositional meaning of “a book” is “a written work or composition that has 
been published (printed on pages bound together)”; “a shirt” is “a piece of clothing worn 
on the upper part of the body”. The propositional meanings of “quite” include: a) “to some 
extent; not very; fairly”; b) “completely; entirely”; c) “express agreement or understanding”. 
However, the meaning of “quite” can only be decided within a specific context. On the 
other hand, expressive meaning is much more difficult to analyse compared with 
propositional meaning. It relates to the speaker’s feelings, attitudes, or emotions which 
cannot be judged as true or false (Baker 1992). Two or more words or utterance can 
have the same propositional meaning but different expressive meanings, especially in 
discourse situations. In (46) “She is quite pretty”, the propositional meaning of “quite 
pretty” is “very pretty” which is higher than average. However, in a discourse situation, 
“quite pretty” can have various expressive meanings. For example, if the speaker said it 
in a negative tone or if she is being sarcastic, then she meant that the girl is not pretty.  
 However, in most cases, it is almost impossible to give a definition of a word or 
utterance with absolute certainty due to the vague nature of language. Even the 
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propositional meaning of a word is only correct and appropriate in specific contexts 
(Baker 1992). Therefore, translators need to be aware of contextual features. They need 
to gather more information than ordinary readers to get sufficient understanding of a text 
(Baker 1992: 17) which can help them to find out the appropriate expressive meaning of 
words.  
 
2) Equivalence above word level (idioms and fixed expressions)   
In most cases, words almost always appear in the company of other words rather than on 
their own. Compared with the fairly flexible usage in collocation, idioms and fixed 
expressions are at the extreme end of the scale. They are the patterns which only allow 
little or no variation and changes in form (Baker 1992). For example, in fixed expressions, 
“quite” does not behave like a common degree modifier. Its collocation with the subject 
heads express certain meanings as a whole phrase (See Table 5) (Oxford University 
Press 2005: 393). 
 Although there are no fixed expressions involving “quite” in this paper, we as 
translators need to be aware of these expressions and be able to recognise, understand 
and interpret them correctly, and render the various aspects of meanings of the fixed 
expression into the TL (Baker 1992: 65). Some of the translation strategies for idioms and 
fixed expressions may involve finding an equivalent idiom in the TL which has a similar 
meaning and form; finding an idiom in the TL with a similar meaning but a different form; 
paraphrasing the idiom when it does not have the same status in the TL; or omitting the 
idiom when a close match can not be found in the TL (Baker 1992: 77).  
Table 5 
Fixed expressions  in English in Chinese 
“quite a lot (of); “~ a few” = a lot  相当多 
“(not) quite the thing” = (not) appropriate 不得体／得体; 
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“quite the fashion/rage” = extremely fashionable  极为流行／时髦的 
“quite the best/worst”  
(informal) 
= absolutely the best/worst 绝对最好／最坏／ 
最糟的 
“quite so”  
 
= agree with sb; understanding sb; 
e.g. “It is a very interesting book.”  
  -- “Quite so”. 
“一点不错。” 
“正是这样。” 
“是的。” 
“quite a”; “~ some”;  
“~ sb/sth”; 
= sb/sth is unusual, impressive 
e.g. “quite a party”; “~ some car”;  
 “~ some time” 
了不起，突出的，不寻常 
              (Oxford University Press 2005)  
 
2.4.2 Translation Methods 
In order to achieve equivalence in the translation process, appropriate translation 
methods need to be used. There are various classifications of translation strategies 
among scholars. Larson (1984) believes that the combination of literal translation and 
idiomatic translation can help translators to achieve equivalence during the translation 
process: a) literal translation is a form-based translation which follows the form of the SL; 
b) idiomatic translation is a meaning-based translation which uses the natural forms of 
the TL based on the grammatical constructions and the choice of lexical items.  
Table 6 
  SL emphasis            TL emphasis 
  Word-for-word translation          Adaptation  
   Literal translation       Free Translation 
    Faithful translation     Idiomatic translation 
   Semantic translation   Communicative translation 
             (Newmark 1988) 
 
 Newmark (1988) classified translation methods into SL-focused translation and 
TL-focused translation which are listed in Table 6 (Newmark 1988: 45). This diagram will 
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be explained in the following two sections, but free translation and literal translation will 
be focused for discussion as two most common translation methods.  
 
2.4.2.1 Literal translation 
As can been seen from Newmark’s diagram, SL-focused translation methods include: a) 
“word-for-word translation”, a literal translation which preserves the SL word-order and 
translates the words alone by their most common meanings; b) “literal translation”, which 
converts the SL grammatical constructions into their nearest TL equivalent but still 
translates words alone, out of context; c) “faithful translation”, which tries to be totally 
faithful to the SL by reproducing the meaning of the original and employing the TL 
grammatical structures; and d) “semantic translation”, which focuses more on the natural 
sound of the ST and compromise on the meaning where appropriate in the finished 
version. It encourages translators’ flexibility and creativity.  
 Literal translation is the basic translation method, both in communicative and 
semantic translation (Munday 2001 & Newmark 1988). The grammatical constructions in 
SL are converted into their nearest TL equivalents, but the lexical words are translated 
alone, out of context. Literal translation should be used to “secure referential and 
pragmatic equivalence to the original” (Newmark 1988). It includes forms like 
“word-for-word” (“garden”, 花园), “group to group” (“a/beautiful/girl”, 一个/漂亮的/女孩), 
collocation to collocation (“read/a/book”, 读 / 一 本 / 书 ), clause to clause 
(“when/she/returned/home”, 当 / 她 / 回 到 / 家 ), and “sentence to sentence” (“I/agree 
with/his/ideas” 我/同意/他的/观点). In (19) and (20), “quite” is literally translated into 
Chinese “完全” and “不大”:  
 
 (19) “Sir, you quite misunderstand me.”  “先生，你完全误会了我的意思。” 
 (20) “It was not quite true.”     “那是不大真实的。” 
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 Literal translation is only appropriate if the SL and TL have a corresponding meaning 
which is closer than any other alternatives (Newmark 1988: 70). It can be used to 
translate some less context-bound words such as lists, technical terms, and original 
metaphors. For example, some words in English refer to the same thing in Chinese. For 
example, “mother” means “母亲”, “teacher” means “教师”. However, above the word 
level，it is much more difficult to use such “word-for-word” translations. The meaning of 
one element in SL can be affected by various factors, such as the context in SL (e.g. 
speaker’s tone of voice), and cultural overlap (Newmark 1988; Bäcklund 1973).  
 
2.4.2.2 Free translation  
In Newmark’s diagram, TL-focused translation methods include: a) “adaptation” is the 
freest translation method which is mainly used for plays and poetry. It still maintains the 
original cultures, themes and characters of the ST but converts them to the TL; b) “free 
translation”, which reproduces the message without the form of the original text; c) 
“idiomatic translation”, which also reproduces the original message by using idioms 
which do not exist in the SL; d) “communicative translation”, which tries to deliver the 
exact meaning of the original to make sure both content and language are easily suitable 
and comprehensible to the readers.  
 Unlike literal translation, free translation reproduces the content in the SL without the 
form of the original. It is usually a paraphrase which is much longer than the original. It is 
called “intralingual translation” (Newmark 1988: 45) and it gives translators more freedom 
than literal translation. In this paper, our discussion on free translation methods will 
include mainly compensation, omission and discourse.  
 
1) Compensation 
Compensation is used “when loss of meaning, sound-effect, metaphor or pragmatic 
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effect in one part of a sentence is compensated in another part or in a contiguous 
sentence” (Newmark 1995). It is used to reduce an unacceptable or serious translation 
loss by freely choosing a less unacceptable one. It renders the ST effects in the target 
text (TT) by using other methods rather than the ones used in ST (Hervey & Higgins 2002: 
42). It is a vital element to the success of translation and is used more in non-technical 
texts (e.g. literary translation) rather than in technical texts (Hervey & Higgins 2002). A 
wide variety of texts can not be translated without compensation. As a translation method, 
the usage of compensation has to be considered with some aspects: context, style, 
genre, the purpose of the ST, and the purpose of the TT. Some related compensational 
features are:  
 Firstly, in some cases, ST features have to be spread over a relatively longer (or 
shorter) length compared with TT. In (21), “quite sure” is translated into “没错儿” instead 
of a literal translation of “很/非常正确”, but “没错儿” expresses a more absolute meaning 
than the gradable meaning of “很/非常正确”. In (22), “quite” modifies the absolute head 
“divested” and indicates a totally opposite meaning of “roughness”. The literal translation 
of “quite divested” would be “完全不；完全没有一点”， but the free translation “不带一点” 
can better describe the character’s behaviour of being extremely polite.  
 
 (21) “Quite sure, “replied his cousin.  “没错儿,” 他表姐回答。 
 (22) And his manner was even dignified: quite divested of roughness, though too stern for grace. 
  他的举止简直是庄重，不带一点粗野，然而严峻有余，文雅不足。 
 
 Secondly, one common compensational feature is to create a corresponding effect at 
an earlier or later place in the TT, so as to compensate the loss of a particular effect at a 
given place in the ST. For instance, humour is very difficult to translate without 
compensation. It is impossible to convey humour from the ST into the TT without knowing 
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cultural transplantation. Therefore, when dealing with an unreproducible pun, translators 
can use a related pun on another word at a different place in the TT (Hervey & Higgins 
2002: 46).  
 To sum up, the aim of compensation is to reduce translation loss by using a less 
acceptable translation instead of an unacceptable one. In order to minimise translation 
loss, translators should consider using communicative translation in the process; finding 
out exactly what the loss is and why it is important both in the ST and the TT as a whole; 
finding out the purpose of the translation; and viewing all the possibilities (Hervey & 
Higgins 2002: 46).   
 
2) Omission at word level 
In some situations, a particular item or expression is not vital enough to affect the general 
meaning of the message. Translators can omit translating the word or expression in the 
message (Baker: 41). In the following sentences, the meaning of “quite” is absent after 
being translated into Chinese, but it does not affect the meaning of the message. For 
instance, in (23), “quite cured” (“完全治好了”) means “cured” (“治好了”); and in (24), “get 
quite away” still means “go away” (“走开”).  
 
 (23) I'm now quite cured of seeking pleasure in society, be it country or town.  
  我这想交友寻乐的毛病现在治好了，不管是在乡间或在城里。 
 (24) It is strong enough to make me feel pretty certain that he would not chase me over England, 
  supposing I contrived a clear escape; and therefore I must get quite away. 
  这就足以使我相信，假如我设法逃走，他也不会走遍全英格兰来追我的；因此我一定得走开。 
 
3) Discourse  
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In language translation, it is not always possible to treat each sentence as an 
independent unit. In some cases, translators need to find out the meaning of a message 
within the context. Some of the contextual factors are lexical usage, grammatical 
structure, communication situation, the views of the translator, and social and cultural 
factors (Newmark 1988; Baker 1992). Discourse analysis is the analysis beyond and 
above the sentence which is try to “find linguistic regularity in discourse” (Newmark 1988). 
It analyses the relationships between the actual language use and the wider social and 
cultural structures (Tischer, Meyer, Wodak & Vetter 2000). It is concerned with relations 
between sentences and relations between larger units, such as paragraphs, chapters, 
and stanzas (Hervey & Higgins 2002). The following are some examples to explain how 
the various contexts affect the meaning of the words or messages.   
 Firstly, in different contexts, a certain item can have various expressive meanings. 
For example, in the same sentence (25), “quite” has the following three expressive 
meanings according to various contexts (Bäcklund 1973):  
 
(25) “She is quite pretty.” 
 
 Overt sarcasm, negative tone of voice (“quite” = Low or Moderate) 
 The speaker was given an impression that the girl was pretty, but she was 
 disappointed when she met her. Or the speaker said it in a sarcastic way.   
 Argumentative (“quite” = High or the Highest)   
 Other people argued that the girl was not pretty, but the speaker disagreed with them 
 and tried to convince others that the girl was very pretty. 
 Surprise (“quite” = High or the Highest) 
 The speaker was given an impression that the girl was “ugly”, but she discovered that 
 the girl was very pretty according to her standard of good looks. 
  
 Secondly, the intonation in conversational expressions can also be an issue. The 
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less stress that “quite” carries, the stronger stress the heads had (Wu 2003). 
 When “quite” carries the main stress when it modifies gradable words, it 
expresses a negative and sarcastic meaning, such as “not very”.  
  He is `quite handsome. (她不太漂亮).  
  She played `quite well. (她表演得不怎么好) 
 When “quite” receives secondary or no stress, the sentence expresses more 
approval and possibly surprise.  
  I was quite `pleased. (我挺高兴)  
  I think he is quite `handsome. (我认为他够漂亮了) 
 When “quite” does not carry the main stress when it modifies absolute words, it 
carries the meaning of “completely”.  
  It was quite wonderful/brilliant. (那可太妙了/美极了).  
  Compare: “I quite agree with you” (= entirely agree with you. 我完全同意你的意见) 
 
 Thirdly, in some situations, the meaning of the message which contains clear 
contrasts can only be decided depending on the understanding of the objects in the 
contrast. Firstly, negative leads to an opposed or heightened meaning to the message 
previously stated (Newmark 1988). For example, some discourse markers indicate 
negative-positive meanings in context, such as “not so much”, “whilst”, “whereas”, and 
“although”. Secondly, comparatives and superlatives in sentences also can lead to 
contrasts, such as “as well as”, “not…as…as”, and “likewise” (Newmark 1988). We will 
explain the impact of negation further in the discussion.  
 
 In this chapter, firstly we have discussed the usage of the intensifier “quite” in terms 
of degrees, features by word classes, and negation; secondly, we compared the usage of 
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intensifiers between English and Chinese; thirdly, we discussed Bäcklund’s study on 
“quite”; and in addition, we discussed some translation methods associated with the 
translation of the intensifier “quite”. Based on the studies on the intensifier “quite” and 
related translation strategies that were mentioned in this chapter, we will focus on mainly 
two topics in the following methodology and discussion: 1) evaluation on the usage and 
features of intensifier “quite” in the two English novels; 2) evaluation on the translations of 
“quite” in Chinese and associated translation strategies in the process.  
 
 
 
Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1. Choice of Corpus 
This chapter will choose two English novels as data source to discuss the usage of the 
intensifier “quite”, its translations in Chinese and the translation strategies used during 
the process. The two novels are Wuthering Heights (Novel 1) and Pride and Prejudice 
(Novel 2). The English versions of the novels will be used to discuss the usage of the 
intensifier “quite”. The Chinese translation versions of the two novels will be used to 
discuss the translations of “quite” and the associated translation strategies used in the 
process.   
 
 
3.2 Data Analysis and Research Focus 
Quantitative research methods will be used for data collection and analysis based on the 
two novels. Based on the major supporting theories and findings in academic papers, the 
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data collection and analysis will focus on two categories:  
 Firstly, data will be analysed based on the evaluation of the usage of “quite” in the 
novels under different categories: a) finding out the most used intensifiers in the two 
novels; b) the usage frequencies of “quite” and its degrees by its collocation word classes; 
c) the impact of negation on the degree of “quite”.  
 Secondly, data will be analysed based on the translations of “quite and the translation 
strategies used during the process: a) finding out how free translation and literal 
translation methods are used in the corpus; b) finding out if there are any common 
features in the translation results; c) finding out any non-equivalence translations in the 
process.  
 
 
Chapter 4 Discussion on the Translation of “Quite” 
4.1 Statistics on the Usage of the Intensifier “Quite” in English 
In Bäcklund‘s study (1973) on the usage of intensifiers, the top ten most used intensifiers 
in American and British written English are “enough”, “very”, “quite”, “rather”, “almost”, “a 
little”, “pretty”, “all” and “most”. We have calculated the frequencies of these intensifiers in 
the two novels (See Table 7): “all” and “very” are the top two most used intensifiers 
following by “enough”, “quite”, “most”, “rather”, “really”, “almost”, “a little”, and “pretty”. As 
an intensifier, “quite” appeared 47 and 95 times in the two novels respectively.   
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4.1.1 The Usage Frequencies of “Quite” by Word Class Collocations  
143 cases are found associated with intensifier “quite” including 47 cases in novel 1 and 
96 cases in novel 2. It has been found that “quite” can modify various word classes, such 
as adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, and prepositional phrases. Compared with other 
word classes, the collocations of “quite + adjective heads” account for the most which is 
82 times (63.8%) out of the total collocations (See Table 8). Nouns, verbs, adverbs and 
prepositional phrases only account for less than half of the collocations in total.  
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(Note: Adj=adjective, Adv=adverb, V= verb, N=noun, P.P= prepositional phrase) 
 
4.1.2 Degrees of “Quite” by Word Class Collocations 
In this section, we will discuss the degrees of “quite” by its semantic meanings and the 
degrees that “quite” modifies most as well as some features of “quite” when collocating 
with various word classes. According to Greenbaum and Quirk’s study (1990) on the 
degrees of intensifiers that was mentioned in Chapter 2, intensifiers are classified into 
amplifiers (maximisers and boosters) and downtoners. According to this classification, all 
the intensifiers in the corpus are also ranked into these 3 groups based on their sematic 
meanings (Table 9).  
 
Table 9 
 Highest Medium to High  Low (Negation) 
+ Adj 43 27  11 
+Adv 5 3 0 
+P.P. 4 9 8 
+N 14 0 1 
+V 16 0 2 
Total  
 
Maximiser Booster Downtoner 
57.3% (82) 27.3% (39) 15.4% (22)  
Adj+Adv+P.P  47.3% 35.5% 17.2% 
 
 As can be seen, in positive situations, “quite” is mainly used as a maximiser and a 
booster. It is a maximiser 57.3% of the time, and a booster 27.3% of the time. When 
“quite” modifies nouns and verbs, “quite” is always used as a maximiser which indicates 
the highest degrees. When it modifies adjectives, adverbs and prepositional phrases, 
“quite” is used as a maximiser (57.3%) or a booster (35.5%). On the other hand, in 
negative situations, “quite” is used as a downtoner (15.4%). Furthermore, some major 
trends are found based on the different word classes that “quite” collocates with in 
positive forms: when “quite” collocates with nouns and verbs, it is used as a maximiser; 
when it collocates with prepositional phrases, it is used as a booster; when it collocates 
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with adverbs and adjectives, it is used as a maximiser or a booster based on the 
boundedness of the modifying heads. These features will be explained in detail in the 
following:  
 
1) “Quite + a noun” (Maximiser = highest/extremely) (Bäcklund 1973: 92) 
When “quite” modifies “a noun” or “a name”, it is a maximiser which indicates the highest 
degree. It emphasises the tone and expresses something or a person is very unusual, 
exciting and excellent (Buysschaert 1982: 87). In the corpus, “quite” is found to be a 
maximiser among all the 15 cases. For example, “quite a beauty/doll”, “quite a 
treasure”, and “quite a misfortune/shame” all indicate the highest and extreme 
degrees.  
 
2) “Quite + verb” (Maximiser = highest)  
When “quite” modifies verbs, it adds information, manner, or degree about the action, 
process, or state described by the verb (Sevi 1999). When “quite” modifies absolute 
verbs, it has an absolute meaning (Sevi 1999). All the “quite + verb” collocations with 
positive forms in the corpus indicate the highest degrees and absolute meanings. For 
example, in the sentence “My poor mistress is ill, and she quite masters me”, “quite” 
emphasises the degrees of the action “master” and indicates the highest and absolute 
meaning. In the sentence “I quite forgot”, “quite forgot” means forgetting something 
completely.  
 
3) “Quite + prepositional phrases” (Booster = High) 
In most of the cases, “quite” is a booster which expresses high degrees. For example, in 
the sentence “I am quite in raptures with her beautiful little design for a table, and I think 
it infinitely superior to Miss Grantley's”, “quite” emphasises the degree of “in raptures” 
and expresses the meaning that the speaker likes the design very much. In the sentence 
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“Mrs. Bennet was quite in the fidgets”, “quite” expresses the meaning that Mrs. Bennet 
was very flustered. Furthermore, there are two cases of “quite” used as a maximiser 
which expresses very high degrees. In the sentence “You've combed my hair quite out 
of curl! That's enough; let me alone”, “quite” indicates the meaning that the hair is almost 
straight. In sentence (26) “At present, convey yourself and him away. And, hark you, 
Heathcliff! clear you too, quite from my reach and hearing”, “quite” emphasises the 
extreme meaning of “away” which means that the speaker was angry and told the 
listeners that he did not want to see them at the moment. In addition, in negatives, all the 
forms of “not quite as (so) as” also express absolute meanings which belong to high or 
the highest degrees (Bäcklund 1973: 99). For example, in sentence (27) “Her mother was 
too happy to be quite so obstinate as usual”, “quite” indicates the meaning that the 
mother is usually very stubborn except this time. In sentence (28), “He found her as 
handsome as she had been last year; as good natured, and as unaffected, though not 
quite so chatty”, “not quite so” express the meaning that the girl is usually very chatty 
except this time.  
 
4) “Quite + adverbs” (Maximiser & Booster)  
Only 8 “quite + adverbs” collocations are found in the corpus. “Quite” is used as a 
maximiser in 5 cases and a booster in the other 3 cases. For example, in the phrases 
“quite unexpectedly”, “sit quite still”, “said quite enough”, “quite” emphasises the 
bounded words “unexpectedly”, “still” and “enough” and indicates the highest degrees. 
On the other hand, when “quite” modifies unbounded words such as in the phrases “love 
someone quite well”, “a place quite northward”, “quite” is used to boost the degree of 
“well” and “northward” but not 100%. However, it is not possible to predict the trend of 
“quite + adverb” collocations based on only the few cases. Since most adverbs are 
derived forms of adjectives (such as “adjective + ly” forms), the trend of “quite + adverb” 
collocations can be similar to “quite + adjective” collocations in many situations.  
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5) “Quite + Adjective Heads” (Maximiser & Booster) 
In this study, 82 “quite + adjectives” collocations are found. They account for more than 
half of the total collocations (57.3%). In the corpus, “quite” is found to modify both 
bounded adjectives and unbounded adjectives, but a larger percentage modify bounded 
heads (67%) rather than unbounded heads (33%).  
 As mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2, when “quite” collocates with bounded adjectives (43 
cases), it is a maximiser which indicates absolute meanings and fixed degrees. For 
example, when it modifies some bounded adjectives, such as “sure”, “right”, “needless”, 
“unprepared”, and “alone”, it expresses the meaning of 100%. “Quite sure/right” means 
“absolutely sure/right”; “quite needless” means “not necessary at all”; and “quite alone” 
means “totally alone”. In contrast, when “quite” collocates with unbounded adjectives (28 
cases), it boosts the meanings of the heads and expresses a comparative degree. For 
example, when it modifies gradable adjectives, such as “beautiful”, “delighted”, “young”, 
“comfortable” and “well”, the collocations of “quite beautiful”, “quite delighted”, “quite 
young”, “quite comfortable” and “quite well” all express variable degrees which can be 
at any points on the degree scale.  
 
4.1.3 Impact of negation (“quite” as a downtoner) 
In the corpus, 22 cases (15.4%) contain negative expressions associated with “quite”, 
including 11 cases associated with adjectives, 8 associated with prepositional phrases, 2 
with verbs, and 1 with nouns. As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, when “quite” is used in 
negation, “quite” means “entirely” and it is a downtoner which decreases the degrees of 
the modifying heads. The usage of “quite” in negative forms can be divided into the 
following categories:  
 Firstly, “quite” is used to state something is nearly or very close to the situation stated. 
18 cases (81.8%) are found belonging to this category. For example, in (29), “not a week” 
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means “less than a week”, but with “quite” in the negative expression, “not quite a week” 
means “not exactly week” but close to “a week”. In (30), the speaker means that the girl is 
as chatty as she was last year. Here “not quite so chatty” decreases the negative 
meaning of “not chatty”.  
 
 (29) It is not quite a week since they left Brighton. 
 (30) He found her as handsome as she had been last year; as good natured, and as  unaffected, 
  though not quite so chatty. 
 
 Secondly, “quite” is used to be polite and reduce the negative meaning. Only 3 cases 
(13.6%) are found belonging to this category. In (31), “cannot quite agree” means the 
speaker does not agree with the listener on certain points. It is less strong than the 
negative meaning of “cannot agree”. In (32), the speaker tried to point out that his 
brother-in-law’s behaviour was bad, and he was worried about his sister’s happiness if 
she married the man. However, he used “not quite right” to express his opinion but in a 
polite way. In (33), the aunt suggested that a man only used fine words on his friend but 
does not really treat him well. For the purpose of being polite, she used “not quite 
consistent” which reduces the negative meaning of “not consistent”.  
 
 (31) I cannot quite agree with you there.    
 (32) I felt a little uneasy — a little fearful of my sister's happiness with him in marriage, because I 
  knew that his conduct had not been always quite right. 
 (33) This fine account of him," whispered her aunt, as they walked, "is not quite consistent with 
  his behaviour to our poor friend."  
 
 Thirdly, “quite” means “exactly” and “just”. Only 1 case is found to belong to this 
category. It is used to express hesitation and uncertainty. In (34), the speaker expressed 
his willingness to live in London because he liked superior society, but he suggested that 
he was not sure if Lady Lucas would like London as well. “Not quite certain” is used 
here to express the speaker’s uncertainty of the issue.  
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 (34) I had once some thoughts of fixing in town myself — for I am fond of superior society; but I 
  did not feel quite certain that the air of London would agree with Lady Lucas. 
 
 In addition, although “quite” is also used with negation in discourse situations, no 
cases are found in the corpus. As can be seen, no matter which category “quite” belongs 
to, “quite” carries the meaning of “exactly” or “entirely”. Therefore, when the negator “not” 
associates with “quite”, “not quite” reduces the negative meaning which indicates the 
meaning of “not exactly/entirely”.  
 
 
4.2 Statistics on Translation Methods and the Translations of “Quite”  
In the corpus, literal and free translation methods are used in 67 cases and 70 cases 
respectively. Therefore, they are almost equally chosen during the translation process. In 
the following, we will discuss these two methods individually based on the statistics.  
 
4.2.1 Literal Translation   
67 cases of the results are translated with Literal translation methods. According to the 
classification of intensifiers in Chinese (See Table 2) that we mentioned in Chapter 2.2, 
we have found that most of the translations of “quite” represent high and the extremely 
high degrees in Chinese (See Table 11).   
Table 11 
Extremely 
High 完全 (11), 绝对 (1), 极了 (3), 极 (1), 差
不多全 (1), 太 (2) 
(19) 
28% 
 
High 
 
很 (11), 非常 (9), 相当 (5), 挺 (5), 十分 (43)  64% 
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 Firstly, 28% of results belong to the extremely high degrees, such as  “完全” , “绝对”, 
“极了”, “极”, “差不多全”, and “太”. For example, “quite deserted” (“完全被人遗弃”), “quite 
forgetting” (“完全忘了”), “quite needless” (“完全不必要”), “quite equal to” (“完全没有两样”), 
“quite unprepared” (“完全出乎意料”), “quite decided” (“完全弄明白了”), “quite imaginary” 
(“完全凭空想象”), “quite mistook/misunderstand/forgot” (“完全弄错/误会/糊涂”). Secondly, 
64% of the results express high degrees, such as “很”, “非常”, “相当”, “挺”, “十分”, “真”, 
“大大地”, “颇”, and “颇为”. For example, “quite pleasant” (“挺快乐的”), “quite friendly” (“很
友好地”), “quite calm”(“十分平静”), and “quite natural” (“相当自然”). Thirdly, only 5 cases 
(8%) express medium degrees, and they are all in negative expressions. For example, 
“not quite true” (“不大真实”), “not quite clear” (“不大明白”), “not quite consistent” (“不大符
合”).  
 
4.2.2 Free Translation 
Almost half of the cases (70) in the corpus used free translation instead of literal 
translation. The major methods that are used for the translation of “quite” include 
compensation, omission, and discourse. In this section, we will only discuss the 
translation of “quite” at word level and above word level but not in discourse situations.   
 
(3),真 (2), 真的 (1), 大大地 (2), 大为 (1), 
着实 (1), 确实 (1), 颇 (1), 颇为 (1) 
Medium 
(negation) 不大 (4), 不太 (1)  
(5) 
8% 
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1) Compensation  
Compensation is to translate words freely rather than word by word. It is essential 
especially in non-technical texts such as literary translation (Hervey & Higgins 2002). It is 
to use another way to translate and compensate the meaning in the TT which 
corresponds to the meaning given in the ST. For example, in (35), “quite differently” is 
translated into “跟从前不同了” rather than “非常不同”. It seems like a translation loss. 
However, “跟从前不同了” indicates the contrast of his appearance between now and then. 
In (36), “sit quite still” is translated into “静静地坐着”, the translation loss of “quite” is 
compensated by “静静地” which gives a similar meaning to the situation stated. In (37), 
the speaker used “quite” to convince the listener to believe that he is “quite cured of 
seeking pleasure” which is doubtful. 
 
 (35) He had grown sparer, and lost his colour, and spoke and dressed quite differently. 
他瘦了些，脸上失去了血色，谈吐衣着都跟从前不同了 。 
 (36) Sit quite still and don't talk: but you may sing a song, if you can sing; 
静静地坐着，别说话：可要是你能唱歌也可以唱个歌；  
 (37) “I'm now quite cured of seeking pleasure in society, be it country or town. A sensible man 
  ought to find sufficient company in himself.” 
  “我这想交友寻乐的毛病现在治好了，不管是在乡间或在城里。一个头脑清醒的人应该发现跟
  自己作伴就够了。” 
 
The adaption of idioms and four-word expressions 
Idioms and four-character expressions are largely used in the translation of “quite + 
head” collocations. Firstly, most of the “quite + head” collocations are translated into 
idioms of one phrase instead of being translated individually. For example, “quite 
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shocked” (“大吃一惊”), “quite certain” (“百分之百”), “quite happy” (“心满意足”), and 
“quite good enough” (“绰绰有余”) are translated as whole phrases. The four-character 
expressions can still carry the strong degree that “quite” indicates as well as making the 
effect of “quite” more significant in the translations rather than translation loss. Secondly, 
there are a few cases where the meanings of “quite + head” collocations are not 
translated alone, but are translated into the four-character expressions together with the 
rest of the phrases. For example, “quite unable to sit alone” is translated into “不甘寂寞” 
as a whole instead of separating “quite unable” and the rest of the phrase. Furthermore, 
the four-character repetition of the modifying heads is also used during translation of 
“quite + head”. In (38), “quite alone” is translated into “孤孤单单” which is the repetition 
of “alone” (孤单);in (39) ,“quite mistake the matter” is “大错特错” which is the repetition 
of “mistake” (错误); and in (40), “quite comfortable” is “舒服舒服” which is the repetition 
of “comfortable” (舒服). The repetitions of the modifying heads in this situation are 
effective ways to compensate the strong degree and meaning that “quite” indicates in the 
collocation.  
 
 (38) To walk three miles, or four miles, or five miles, or whatever it is, above her ankles in dirt, and 
  alone, quite alone! 
  无缘无故赶上那么三英里路、五英里路，谁晓得多少英里呢，泥土盖没了踝骨，而且是孤孤单
  单的一个人！ 
 (39) Those persons who fancy themselves very important and never open their mouths, quite  
  mistake the matter. 那些自以为了不起、金口难开的人，他们的想法真是大错而特错。 
 (40) Well, now let us be quite comfortable and snug, and talk and laugh all the way home. 
  好吧，且让我们再偎紧来舒服舒服，有说有笑地回到家里去。 
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2) Omission at word level  
In some cases, there is no evidence where “quite” is translated into Chinese. For 
example, in (41), “quite amazed” was translated as “奇怪” and the translation of “quite” 
was missing. “Amazed” (奇怪) already expresses an extreme and bounded meaning, so 
the meaning of “奇怪” is not affected without the translation of “quite” in the sentence. In 
sentence (42), “quite a lad” was translated into “小时候” but the meaning of “quite” was 
missing. In this situation, such omission does not affect the meaning of the phrase, 
because “小时候” can still express the correct meaning without the translation of “quite”.  
 
 (41) She was quite amazed at her own discomposure    
  她奇怪自己怎么会这样坐立不安。 
 (42) On being made acquainted with the present Mr. Darcy's treatment of him, she tried to  
  remember something of that gentleman's reputed disposition, when quite a lad, which might 
  agree with it, and was confident at last that she recollected having heard Mr. Fitzwilliam  
  Darcy formerly spoken of as a very proud, ill-natured boy. 
  她听到他谈起现在这位达西先生对他的亏待，便竭力去回想那位先生小时候的个性如何，是否
  和现在相符，她终于有自信地记起了从前确实听人说过，费茨威廉·达西先生是个脾气很坏又很
  高傲的孩子。 
 
3) Discourse situation 
In some cases, the meaning and degree of “quite” can not be decided on a word level. 
Firstly, in some situations, the meaning of the message which contains clear contrasts 
only can be decided depending on the understanding of the objects in the contrast. In the 
corpus, we have found similar usage. For example, in (43), the discourse marker “but” 
leads to a contrast between Catherine and her father’s opinions toward Mr Heathcliff: 
“quite cordial” (“挺诚恳的”) and “most diabolical” (“最凶恶的”). The degree of “quite” can 
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only be decided within the context. In (44), with the discourse marker “Beside whom” (= 
“In comparison”) linked the past and present context. In the context, a clear contrast was 
made between Heathcliff and Linton’s appearance: Heathcliff is “tall, athletic, 
well-formed” (“高高的，强壮的，身材很好的”), but Linton is “quite slender and youth like” 
(“瘦弱，像个少年”). The contrast already indicates the obvious differences between the 
two, so the omission of “quite” does not affect the meaning and degree of the modifying 
heads in the sentence.  
 
 (43) “But Mr Heathcliff was quite cordial, papa,” observed Catherine, not at all convinced;  
  “可是希刺克厉夫先生挺诚恳的，爸爸。” 凯瑟琳说。一点也没有被说服。 
 (44) Beside whom, my master seemed quite slender and youth-like. 
  在他旁边，我的主人显得瘦弱，像个少年。 
 
Secondly, the intonation in conversational expressions can also be an issue during 
translation. The less stress that “quite” carries, the stronger stress the heads had (Wu 
2003). In sentence (45), Catherine yelled out with resentment. Here “quite” modifies 
absolute head “deserted”. It does not carry the main stress, so it carries the meaning of 
“completely”. However, (45) is only an obvious example. In many cases, intonation is an 
area which can create difficulties for translators. It is easy to know the intonation in a real 
conversation, but it is difficult for translators to recognise and describe such intonation 
when translators only have written materials in hand. One possible solution is to invite a 
few native speakers to read the written text and record their voices, so that the intonation 
can be found out in specific situations.   
 
 (45) “He quite deserted! we separated!” she exclaimed, with an accent of indignation. “  
  他完全被人遗弃！我们分开！” 她喊，带着愤怒的语气。 
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4.2.3 Some Common Forms of Expressions in Chinese (“adv + adj”): 
In the translations of “quite”, some common forms of expressions in Chinese are found in 
the corpus (Huang 2006). Firstly, Chinese “adv + adj” forms are frequently used to 
express very high degree. For example, “很脏” (very dirty); “很贵” (very expensive), and 
“很漂亮” (very pretty). In the following sentences, “quite + adj” are all translated literally 
into Chinese “adv + adj” forms: “quite well” (“很好”), “quite disconcerted” (“大为不安”), 
and “quite concealed” (“相当严密”).  
 
 (46) “我很好” .    “I am quite well”.  
 (47) 班纳特太太大为不安。 Bennet was quite disconcerted. 
 (48) “我能把你们都留下来，相当严密的，就在此地。” 
   “I can detain you both, quite concealed, here.”  
 
 Secondly, “adv + adj + 的” forms are commonly used in the Chinese translation. In 
some cases, “的” is used after “adv + adj” to lead to the modifier noun, such as “很脏的” 
(adv + adj + 的) + 水 (noun), “很红的” (“adv + adj + 的”) +房子 (noun), “很漂亮的” (adv 
+ adj + 的) +衣服 (noun). In sentence (49), “adv + adj + 的” form “非常纤小的” leads to 
the noun head “人儿”. In other cases, “adv + adj + 的” form is used independently, such 
as in sentence (50) and (51), “挺诚恳的” (“quite cordial”) and “挺可能的” (“quite 
possible”).  
 
 Adv + Adj +的 +noun 
 很  脏  的 水   “very dirty (的) water” 
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 很 红  的 房子  “very red (的) house” 
 很 漂亮 的 衣服  “very pretty (的) clothes”  
 
 (49) 她真是个非常纤小的人儿。  She is quite a little creature.  
 (50) “可是希刺克厉夫先生挺诚恳的。”  “But Mr Heathcliff was quite cordial.” 
 (51) 那倒是挺可能的。    “That is quite possible.” 
 
 Thirdly, “adv + adj + 了” forms are commonly used to express very high or the 
highest degrees, such as in (52), “对极了” (“quite right”); in (53), “太遭了 ”(“quite 
shocking”), and in (54), “非常着迷了”(“quite struck”) all express very high or the highest 
degrees.  
 
 (52) 你的话对极了。  You are quite right. 
 (53) 把她送走可太糟了。 It will be quite shocking to send her away! 
 (54) 当吉英走下舞池的时候，他可就显得非常着迷了。 
  He seemed quite struck with Jane as she was going down the dance. 
 
 
4.3 Non-equivalence Issues  
During the translation process, the choices of Chinese intensifiers are decided by the 
original degrees of “quite”. Do these so-called Chinese translations have the same 
impact in the Chinese expressions? We can argue that because of the vague nature of 
the degrees of “quite”, its translations in Chinese are also vague, especially in positive 
situations. Firstly, we can not decide the exact degrees of “quite” and its points on the 
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degree scale so it is difficult to clarify such differences in its translations in Chinese. For 
example, some of the Chinese intensifiers of “quite” can represent any points between 
moderate to high degrees, such as “真”, “真的”, “着实”, “确实” , “颇”, and “颇为”, but it is 
difficult to decide which particular intensifier indicates higher degree compared with the 
other. Similarly, some of the translations of “quite” can indicate any points between high 
to the highest (absolute) points on the degree scales, such as “极了”, “极”, “差不多全”, 
and “太”. They indicate the degrees which are very close to the highest and absolute 
degrees, but we can not decide their exact degrees and points from high to the highest 
points on the degree scale.  
 Secondly, the differences in/of the boundedness of intensifiers’ modifying heads in 
English and Chinese also create some difficulties to translators in the process. In English, 
the degrees that intensifiers indicate are decided by the boundedness of their collocating 
heads. For example, in (55), the degree of the intensifier “quite” is decided by its 
adjective head “right”. The meaning of “right” is bounded, so “quite” is an absolute 
modifier and “quite right” means 100% right.  
 
   (55) You are quite right. (=100% right) 
   (56) 说的没错 / 对极了 / 很对 / 挺对的。 
 
In Chinese absolutely right right   right  correct to certain extent  
Degree  (100%)   (very high)   (high)  (medium to high) 
 
However, some Chinese intensifiers carry the absolute or relative degrees themselves 
rather than their modifying heads. When modifying the same adjective head “对” (= 
“right”), different Chinese adverbs indicate various degrees to the “adv + adj” phrase. For 
example, in (56), “没错”, “太对了”, “对极了”, or “挺对的”, means that someone agrees with 
something to a certain degree. For example, “没错” means “absolutely right”; “对极了” 
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means the speaker agrees with the listener to a certain degree which is very high and 
close to 100%; “很对” means the speaker agrees with the listener to a degree which is 
high; and “挺对的” means the speaker agrees with the listener to a certain extent which is 
higher than medium but not very high. However, we can argue that the degree of “极了” 
and “很” are vague, so it is hard to say the degree of “很” or “极了” is higher than the other. 
Even “没错” does not mean 100% right in some situations. For example, in the same 
sentence “你说的没错”, if the speaker said it in a sarcastic way or just tries to be polite to 
the specific audience, “没错” does not mean 100%. Then translators need to judge the 
meaning and degree of such intensifiers according to specific situations.  
 In addition, we can also argue that if we translate some of the Chinese intensifiers 
back into English, “quite” may not be chosen to translate some of the Chinese intensifiers. 
For example, some most commonly used translation results in the corpus also express 
extremely high or absolute degrees in Chinese, such as “完全”, “绝对”, “极了”, “差不多全”, 
and “太”. Instead of using “quite”, we may choose “completely”, “totally” or “absolutely” for 
“完全”, and “绝对”; choose “almost” for “差不多全”; and “so” or “very” for “太”. 
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Chapter 5 Findings and Conclusions 
5.1 Findings 
The usage of “quite” in English  
“Quite” is one of the most frequently used intensifiers in the corpus which can modify 
various word classes. It is the fourth most used intensifiers in the corpus (143 times). It 
can modify various word classes including adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, and 
preposition phrases. It modifies adjective heads most which account for 63.8% out of the 
total collocations. Nouns, verbs, adverbs and prepositional phrases only account for less 
than half of the collocations in total. 
The degree of “quite” is decided by the boundedness of its modifying heads.  
“Quite” indicates various degrees on the degree scale. It indicates degrees mainly from 
moderate, to high, and the highest degrees on the degree scale. In positive expressions, 
“quite” is mainly used as a maximiser 57.3% of the time and as a booster 27.3% of the 
time. When “quite” collocates with nouns and verbs, it is used as a maximiser; when it 
collocates with prepositional phrases, it is used as a booster. When it collocates with 
adverbs and adjectives, it is mainly used as a maximiser when modifying bounded heads 
but mainly used as a booster when modifying unbounded heads. On the other hand, in 
negative expressions, “quite” is used as a downtoner. It is used in the following ways: to 
state something is nearly or very close to the situation stated; to be polite and reduce the 
negative meaning; or it means “exactly” and “just”.  
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Translation methods and results  
Literal and free translations are the major methods which were almost equally used 
during the translation of the novels in the corpus. Firstly, in literal translation, we have 
found similar trends in the translations of “quite” in Chinese compared with the degrees of 
“quite” in English. 92% of the results represent from high to the highest degrees and 
meanings in Chinese, which include 28% of the results indicating the absolute or 
extremely high degrees, such as “完全”, “绝对”, “极了”, “差不多全”, and “太”; and 64% of 
the results indicating high degrees, such as “很”, “非常”, “相当”, “十分”, “真”, “大大地”, and 
“颇为”; Only 8% of the results express moderate degrees which are all in negative 
expressions.  
 Secondly, in free translation, the major methods that are used for the translation of 
“quite” include compensation, omission and discourse situations: 1) in compensation, the 
adaptions of idioms and four-character expressions are largely used in the translation of 
“quite + head” collocations. “Quite + head” collocations are translated into idioms as 
whole phrases rather than being translated individually; 2) omission is also used during 
the translation of “quite”, but the non-translation of “quite” does not affect the absolute 
meaning of the phrase; 3) in discourse situations, the degree and translation of “quite” 
can only be decided based on the understanding of the previous stated content, 
especially when there are clear contrasts in the situation. Intonation is also an important 
issue during translation, but it is difficult for translators to describe it when they only have 
written materials in hand. In addition, in the translation of “quite”, some commonly used 
forms of expressions in Chinese are found in the corpus. For example, “adv + adj” forms 
such as “很好” (“quite well”); “adv + adj + 的” forms such as “挺诚恳的” (“quite cordial”); 
“adv + adj + 了” forms such as “对极了” (“quite right”). 
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Vague nature of the degree of “quite” and non-equivalence issues in translation  
The degrees of “quite” and its meanings in the Chinese translations are not simply 
“one-to-one” situations. The vague nature of the degrees of “quite” creates difficulties in 
deciding the exact degrees and points of “quite” on the degree scale. This also leads to 
the vagueness of the translations of “quite” in Chinese. Furthermore, the differences in 
the boundedness of the modifying heads of “quite” also create some difficulties to 
translators. These are great challenge to translators during the translation process.  
 
5.2 Conclusions  
The discussion of/on the degree and meaning of “quite” in this paper can help translators 
to understand the degrees and meanings of “quite” in various situations and use different 
strategies to translate “quite” in the specific situations. There are a few aspects which 
translators show especially pay attention to during the translation of “quite”: a) translators 
should be aware of the boundedness of the modifying heads of “quite”, especially the 
boundedness of adjective heads; b) some common forms of expressions in Chinese and 
translation strategies which are used in the translation of “quite” can help translators to 
achieve better equivalence in the process; c) the vagueness of the degree of “quite” and 
the complexity of the degrees of Chinese intensifiers require translators to make 
decisions according to different situations; d) although the degree of the intensifier “quite” 
can be mainly decided on word level and above word level, it is important for translators 
to pay attention to the usage of “quite” in discourse situations, such as context and 
intonation. 
 To conclude, the vague nature of languages makes exact translation impossible. 
Because of the vague nature of “quite” in English and the various usage of it so-called 
equivalent intensifiers in Chinese, it is impossible to describe or judge their exact degrees 
and meanings in some situations. In addition, there are some limitations in this study: the 
corpus texts in the study do not reflect contemporary English usage; the study has limited 
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statistics to rely on, so the findings can not give a comprehensive explanation on the 
usage of “quite” and its translation into Chinese, especially its usage and complexity in 
discourse situations. Translators should do further research on the usage of intensifiers 
and work on similar non-equivalence issues in the future. Furthermore, we can argue that, 
in some situations, total equivalence in the translation of intensifiers such as “quite” may 
not be essential, as in the meaning of the phrases may not be affected significantly by the 
intensifiers. 
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